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CONFORMALLY RIEMANNIAN STRUCTURES. II ;

F. BRICRELL A N D R. S. CLARK
(Southampton).

Introduction. — In a previous paper [I], we used the method of E. CARTAN
and S. CHERN [2] to obtain a solution of the problem of local equivalence of
conformally Riemannian structures and we showed how this solution was
associated with the normal conformal connection of E. CARTAN. We now
present another solution of the problem and we associate this with the
conformal connection of T. Y. THOMAS [3]. We find the relation between
the two solutions and this show^s how the two connections are related. We
use the notation of [1].

1. A solution of the problem of local equivalence of conformally Rie-
mannian structures. — Suppose that ^admits a conformally Riemannian
structure. Then we are given a covering of M by coordinate neighbour-
hoods Uy.^ each admitting a function A\ with values in the linear group
GL{n^ 7?), such that on Uy.C\U^ the function

gy.^X^M^X^\

where M^= [^a/^^l? has values in the group G of non-zero scalar mul-
'es of the orthogonal n x n matrices. We define on Uy, the coframestipl

^y,-==LXy,dX^ Va== \Xy,\-^n^^

where [ Xy, denotes the absolute value of the determinant of A\.
In this paper we shall use the local Riemannian metric ^a^a on U^. Letya

be the connection form calculated relative to the coframe ^a? so that

( l . i ) <^a+TaA ^a^O,
and let the curvature form

^a^^Ta+TaA Ta
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be expressed as

H^ ' /^.vSA^.
s. A

Then, with the usual notation, we define the form

(1..) ^n——^^^)61''-^

and, finally, we have the con formal curvature form

(1 .3) 6a==^a- ^aA ^a—.^aA ^.

The bundle of frames on M is defined by the cocycle J^a.Qi whose values
lie in GL(n^ B). The homomorphism GL^n^ jR) -> /?, given by

i->log t [

leads to a bundle M\M^ 7?), wi th additive group 7?, associated with the
bundle of frames. It is denned by the cocycle log] M^ [. Denote by ~m the
projection M->M and by Jri* the dual mapping on the forms in M. From
the local product structure we have real-valued functions/a on Uy.==. m~^ 6a,
such that on Uy.r\U^

/a=/{3+^(log|^| ).

Following T. Y. THOMAS [3], we shall work on M^ rather than on the original
manifold M.

We first define the local i-form coa on Uy, with values in R^

00a==exp(--/a//z) (W*^a).

A short calculation then shows that on Uy. n V^

Ct)a==^ap^3,

where Ay.Q=^\g^ ~^ngy.^ has values in the group Z of orthogonal n x n
matrices and Ay,Q==7n*A^.

We use the cocycle A^Q on M to define the bundle

(^=B(M\Z).

Denote by b the projection B-^M and let ^a be the local functions, with
values in Z, on V y.= b^ U y,. Then we liave a global i-form 9 on B^ with
values in 7?'1, defined on Vy, by

Qr-^^a).
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Our next step is to calculate d0. The local form /n*ya o" ^a has values in
the Lie algebra X"Z. Consequently it defines on Pa a local connection for(B
with form

IIa=^a1 ^a+^a^^^Ya) ^a-

Using (1. i), it can then be shown that

(1.4) ^ o = - - ^ a A O - n a A O .
where the real-valued i-form Ua on V y, is a given by

^a==^(</a).

We look for the relation between these forms on overlapping neighbour-
hoods Vy,r\ V^. Since 9 is defined globally, it follows that

IX- n?+ (j^a-- ^3) i} A S == o
and consequently, since the components Q '̂ of 9 are independent, the compo-
nents of the i-form

(1.5) i i ,-n^+(^a-^)^
must be linear in O^. Further, this is true of IIa— UK and ^a— ^-8 separa-
tely, since the values of IIa—Us are skew-symmetric matrices. We may
therefore suppose that

Ha — Us == ̂ ^S where r^,, + ̂ 4 ̂  °^

^0--^==^^
and we can then write

^::=^(^A-^-^/-^+^+^).

But it follows from (1.5) that

^•A-^+^^-^^^O

and consequently
^/^%A/-^.

Denoting by Ia3 the column vector ^', we have the required relations
on Vo, U Fp

^ ^. (na -np^Q^p-Xa^ ,
( ^a- ^=9^ap.
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A set of linearly independent components of 0, Ila and ^a forms a moving
coframe on Vy,. This covering of B by moving coframes determines a struc-
ture on B in the sense of S. CHERN [2]. From (1.6), its group D is isomor-
phic with the additive group 7?".

Suppose that M' is another manifold carrying a conformally Riemannian
structure. It also will give rise to a manifold B' carrying a 2)-structure. In
the next paragraph we shall prove the

THEOREM. — The conformally Riemannian structures on M^ M' are
locally equivalent at points TTZ, m (/, and only if ̂  the D-structures on 2?, B'
are locally equivalent at two points which project to /n, m'.

In [I], we obtained a solution of the local equivalence problem for confor-
mally Riemannian structures by applying the Chern process to these struc-
tures. It follows from the above theorem that another solution can be
obtained by applying the Chern process to the Z^-structures on B^ B' and this
we now proceed to do.

The group D is isomorphic w ith the additive group R'1 and it is convenient
to work with the isomorphic bundle

(^^^•(T^/?")

defined by the cocycle Xa3- Denote by 51 the projection B^—^B and by ).a
the local function, with values in 7?'\ on Fa^^1)""1 Vy.' Then we have
global i-forms on 2?1 defined on Fa by

d^^o,
iT^^na-O^a+Xj1,

^ l =^ l ^a—0 ^ /a

and we obtain a decomposition for their exterior derivatives. It can be
show that

./o'^-n1 A O ' - ^ ' A S ' .
Following the general method, we calculate ^IT, dp^ and then put

%a == ̂ a + Xa + %a + ̂

where ^a, %a, ̂  are i-forms on Fa, with values in R1, which are linear in
the components o f0 ' , W, p.1 respectively We can then show that these forms
are determined uniquely by requiring that

cw = %a A 514- o1 A "x'a - n1 A n1 + ̂ ,
^z=-^AO'.
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where the form C> = -^^/ .O'^A ^1< satisfies the relations

^•==0.

Explicitly, we find that

^=^ l\^^(exp(/a^Q(m*4;a)))-(^01)>;a+^(^a^)o^

^=-n^
X^—^Aa,

and that <i> := ^(^a1 (^*^*5a)^a)- The local forms ^a and C'a arise from
the Riemannian metric ^a^a on Uy, and were defined in (1.2), (1.3).

I^rom the general theory of [I], §3, the local forms %a define a global
formy 1 on^'. The manifold if1 and the forms O^ II1, JUL1 ,^1 solve the problem
of local equivalence for7)-structuresin the sense previously explained in [I], §3.
Hence they solve the problem of local equivalence for conformally Riemannian
structures.

'2. The proof of the theorem of paragraph 1. — Suppose that M and M'
are manifolds with a conformally Riemannian structure. Suppose that we
are given a diffeomorphism cp of a coordinate neighbourhood Uy, of M onto
a coordinate neighbourhood Uy,, of M' which provides a local equivalence
for these structures at /n, m'. Then

( * 2 . l ) ^(c<0a') =^a,

where^ is some function on U^ wi th values in G. Suppose that, in terms of
local coordinates, cp is given by

We avoid indices by writing this as x ' ' = x\x} and we shall denote tlie
matrix [ ^ x ^ / O x ^ } by ( ) x ' / O x . The equation (2. i ) shows that on Uy,

(Jx'
(2.9.) A : ^ { x ' { x } ) -^ =.^(x)Xy.{x).

Using the local product structure of B and B'\ we define a local difTeomor-
phism co of Vy, onto V'y., by the mapping

U^x HxZ-.U^xBx Z
given by

/ r \ ( ^ - 1 ^ x ' ^ \(^/a^-a)^(j^a,/a4-log -^ , ^^\,
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where the functions are to be evaluated at m^. In terms of the local product
structure,

0 z= ̂ 1 exp (- f^/n) X^ I-V". ta dx.

We have a similar expression for (T and consequently

- / /)^T' —V^X T ' ( --Y-' ( -»» \ \ ^nr-l

^'^^-W1) exp(-/./.) ^ ^-^^L . . ^ - d x .
()x ) \A'^(x'(x)) '/^ ()x

Using (2 .2) we find that on Vy,

(2.3) ^cr:=o.
From (1.4) it now follows that

[(Ha- ^Ha) + (^a- ?^a)/] A 0 - o

and so the argument leading to (1.6) shows that

1 na-^na^o^-^,
(2.4)

( ^a-?^a==1k

where ^ is some function on Vy. with values in B'\ From (2.3) , (2 .4 ) it
follows tliat the difFeomorphism c? provides a local equivalence for the D-
structures on 2?, B' at a pair of points which project to m, m'.

Conversely, suppose that we are given a local equivalence for the Z^-struc-
tures on 2?, B' at a pair of points w^hich project to //z, m ' . We then have a
local difFeomorphism cp of a neighbourhood W of B onto a neigbourhood W'
of B' which satisfies the equations (2.3), (2.4) on W. We may suppose
that Jhb W is a neighbourhood Uy. of m which admits coordinates x and
that readmits coordinates (^, o'). Similar remarks apply to W and so ^
is represented by equations

x'•—- x\x^ <v) , w'-^-iw'^x, w).

But since the components 0^ dx11 of 0 are independent, it follows from (2.3)
that ( ) x / O w ==o and so

x'~x\xY

This equation defines a difTeomorphism cp of Uy, onto V'y, w^hich takes m
to m'. The equation

Ox'
A^,(x' {x)) .— -̂: a(x) Xy,^x)

defines a non-singular matrix a(x). By expressing (2.3) in terms of local
coordinates, v/e can show that the function a on Uy. has values in G.
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Consequently the diffeomorphism ^ provides a local equivalence for the
conformally Riemannian structures at points m, in'.

3. The relation betwen the two solutions.—In para graph! we found that the
manifold 2?' and the forms 9 J , J]1, 'p.1, %1 solved the problem of local equivalence
for conformally Riemannian structures. Another solution was found in [I],
§ ^, to be given by a manifold B1 and forms 0 ' , II1, %1. We now obtain a
relationship between these solutions by setting up a diffeomorphism mapping
£1 onto £1 and then finding the relation between the two sets of forms.

We require some preliminary results and we first calculate the functions /.a3
explicitly. Defining the functions 0-03, 0^3, with values in 7?", on Uy, n U^
by the equations

(3 . i ) d log [ M^ \ — ̂ 3 dx^ := pa;3 '<3.

it follows tli at

( 3 . 9 . ) ?a3=-=^a3|^3 '^-I^'.

Then, using the definitions of paragraph 1, we find that

// 01^ — n ( ̂  -- ^8 ) r= b' ( df^ — 6//3 )

— 7}* m* ( d log | M^ \)

-—b*m*(^sa^).

Consequently, if we substitute

0 =: (/7* /7l*^3 ) ( b " exp ( — f^/n) ,33,

it follows that

(3 • ^} n^3 = ^p // (exp (f^/n ) m* pa^3) .

We next define functions pai with values in 7?", on Uy, by tlie equations

(3 .4 ) 6 / logi-ra '-''"^^a.

Then, from the equations (2 .2 ) of [1] for ^a3?

ya^l^l'^^^—^ap^r-r^logl^a^l'^

-- ̂  { d\0^\M^\ - ./log | A\\ - ./log [ -^1 \

-~ - pa3 ̂ 3 -+- ?a '^a — ̂  ^f-j

--̂ \ ̂  pa3 + ?a A ̂  [ Afa? | - ̂ 3 ^3
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and consequently on U^ r\ U^

(3.5) \^\'/nq^== ^Pa,3+^a.3pa[-^3| — p;3.

We are now ready to construct a diffeomorphism mapping B^ onto /?'.
Using (3.3), it follows that 2?1 is the quotient of the sum ̂  Uy. x R x Z x R11

by the equivalence relation

if
(^'a, /a, -Sa, >.a ) ̂  ( ̂  /3, ^3, ̂  )

ma==W3, /a=/34-log[^3 7 •Sa==^a3^

^a ̂  ^3 + ^ ̂ 3 exp (fy/n) pa^.

We saw in paragraph 5 of [1] that Z?' is the quotient of the sum ^ ( J ^ x G x H ' 1

by the equivalence relation

(^a, g^ ^a) ̂  (^3^ '̂̂  ^.3)

^a = Wp, 6'a = g^g^ •, ^a = ̂ 3 + 67? ̂ /a^.

if

All the functions on Uy, r\ U^ involved above are to be evaluated at fny,.
We set up a local diffeomorphism of Uy. x /? X Z X R" onto Uy, x G x R'1

(//^. /a, ̂  ^a) -> (/^a, exp (f^/n)\A^ ^'nZ^, ^a + ^a exp (/a/^ ) pa) .

Using (3.5), it can be shown that these local diueomorphisms commute wi th
the above equivalence relations and so they define a global difTeomorphism
of B^ onto £1. Denoting the dual mapping on the forms in /?1 by ̂ , it
follows tli at

^^^a+^^a^exp^a//^) /^*pa)),

^^/ l^a==^(^a^(exp(/a//0m* X^ • ' /")) ,

^ {b^y^y,) === b^b^m^^y, for any form ^a on ^a-

It can be shown that the connection forms I^ai Ya for the local Riemannian
melrics S)a^a? ^a^a satisfy the equation

^a— Ta== ^a?a— pa^a.

Using the definitions of the forms 0 ' , II1, ' / } on Z?' from [I], § ^, and the
definitions of the forms 0', IT1, ^L1, y\ on Z?1 from paragraph 1 of this paper,
it follows that the required relation is

^:Qi==o1 , ^n^n'+^i, ^^==:%'.
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4. The conformal connection of T. Y. Thomas. — We found that the
solution of the local equivalence problem for conformally Riemannian struc-
tures given in [1] was related to the normal conformal connection ofE. Cartan.
We now show that the solution given in this paper is related to the conformal
connection of T. Y. THOMAS [3].

Suppose that ^/admits a conformally Riemannian structure. In terms of
the natural coframe dxy,^ the local Riemannian metric ^a^a on Uy, can be
expressed as

d^Cy, Gy, dXy, ,

where Gy,= A ^ ~'1 • ' " A\ A^. Relative to the coframe dx^ the connection
form Ky^ is obtained from the Christonel symbols calculated from Gy,= [Gfy].
We find that
:^.i) K^ = . T'a ' { Ya -̂ "a + dA\} — ^ ^ a I.

If the curvature form is

-F^^d^t\d^

and if, with the usual notation, we define the i-form with values in R'1

i ( F •Giu-Fu, \dx1^n — •}. ( 2 (n — i)

then it can be shown that

( ^ • 2 ) Oa^l^al^^^^a.

Consider the functions on Uy, n ^, with values in GL (?i 4- 2, 7?), given by

i - ^-\
I O-a? -^^^G^(7^

o M^ M^G^(J^
_0 0 Afa3 ^'t

Their images My,^ under 7n* are functions on Uy. n U^. These form a cocycle
on M and define a principal bundle

u=P(^, GZ(/?,+2, 7?)).

The connection introduced by THOMAS is a connection in tills bundle and is
defined, relative to the above cocycle, by local forms Aa on Uy, given by

-.^ nm^Qy,

A. — -Jn\dx^ Tn^K^— - (clf^l rim*(G^ Qy.)

— - W* ( dxy, Gy,) }^
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The bundle ̂  has a subordinate structure whose group A consists of matrices

(^ .3)
1 f! ^
o y yq
o o i

where y is an orthogonal matrix. A reduction of the cocycle is effected by
the local functions Xy, on Uy,^ with values in GL(n 4- 2, /?), denned by

^"a- o exp (— fy./n ) w* ( [ Xy. \-}-'^•• X\
^PC- Voc/^).

since it can be shown that on Ir^ r\ ^ 3

^"-ia^aS^1

1 ya3 ^</a3</a3

0 Jla3 ^a3^a^
0 0 I

where, from (8 .2 ) , Tj a ̂ == exp ( f y / / i ) 7/i*pa,8- Let ^€=-H^M^ K) be the
principal bundle associated with this subordinate structure and denned by
the cocycle ky.3 on J/. Denote by h the projection H-> M and let the
local functions Aa on h ' ^/a be

I ^a ^a^a

0 Ja Jay a
0 0 I

Our next aim is to prove that II and J31 are difleomorphic. H is the
quotient of the sum ^Uy, x K by the equivalence relation

(ma, A-a)^(^ ^p)

if my_-==. m^ and /a^^ ^a^^Q. From (3.3) it follows that

n^^^^q^'

Consequently £1 is the quotient of the sum ̂  Uy, X ^ X 7?^ by the equivalence
relation

(ma, -Sa, ^a) ̂  (^3, -S^ ^P.)
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if

my,—7n^ Zy.-=~-A^z^ Ia== \3+ - ^<7ap.

All the funclions on Uy, r\ ̂  involved above are to be evaluated at 7n^.

We set up a local diffeomorphism of Uy, x K onto Uy, x Z x /?"

(ma, Aa)->(ma, Ta, -^a)?

where j^a and qy. are obtained from /fa using the decomposition (^.3). It
can be shown that these diffeomorphisms commute with the above equivalence
relations and so they define a dineomorphism of //onto B^ Denote by ̂  the
dual mapping on the forms in B^. Our solution of the local equivalence
problem for conformally Riemannian manifolds led to global forms 01, II1, jm1, %1

on Bi. These give rise to global forms on //.
Consider now the connection on ^ given by THOMAS. It can be defined

relative to the cocycle AaQ I)y forms Aa on Uy, given by

A^^{A^^dA^\.

Using (^. i), (^- .2 ) , it can be shown that

j -1 dfy, n exp (f^/n) m^y, o

Aa == | - ^ C,)a ^*Ya n exp (/a/^ ) /^a

-n^

The global connection form A on P is defined on the subspace I I . On
It ' ^/a it is given by

A^^K^a^a+^a}

and a straight-forward calculation then shows that on //

A =-- *

- u.1 /^' o

-^o1 n1 /^i

0 — - 0 1 U1

/^
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